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Abstract
This paper presents a novel emulation concept for the test of smart

contracts and Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT) in distribute

control or energy economy tasks and use cases. The concept uses

state of the art behavioral modeling tools such as Matlab Simulink

but presents a possible way to solve the shortfall of Simulink in

communicating to DLT-Nodes directly. This is solved through

a middleware solution. After this, an example used in verifying

the test bed is presented and the target demonstration object is de-

scribed. Finally, the possible expansion of the system is discussed

and presented.
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1. Introduction

The European Commission has proposed in its Clean En-

ergy Package1 a new role for the end customer. Basically,

the end costumer changes from a passive player in the en-

ergy economy to assuming a key role. In order to facilitate

that, the energy economy has to support small-scale inter-

actions, for example by using distributed IT structures.

In this changing panorama, DLT (i.e. Blockchain) offers an

interesting solution by making very small transactions eco-

nomically viable, enabling direct trading between market

players. Blockchain removes the necessity of an intermedi-

ary to validate a transaction.

Smart contracts provide an interesting technological plat-

form, in which not only data but also code is auditable by

any participant and thus any user can exactly know what to

expect. The largest smart-contract supporting DLT is the

Ethereum Blockchain.

1https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/energy-strategy-and-energy-

union/clean-energy-all-europeans

The promising ideas of using this technology must however

be validated somehow. Simulation programs may emulate

some latency incurred when submitting a transaction but

cannot account for many other effects. For this, Reutlingen

University has developed a simulation-based test infrastruc-

ture to emulate not only the electrical system but also the

coupling between the Blockchain and the electrical system.

2. Requirements

A useful test and validation system shall comply with the

following requirements:

• The different roles (producers, consumers, prosumers)

should be implemented as runnable models, each hav-

ing a defined behavior

• The electrical grid should be simulated at least as a

power balancing model

• The communication infrastructure should resemble

real conditions

• The Blockchain node architecture shall be comparable

to the real application

3. Selected architecture

The architecture is divided into several subsystems: Hard-

ware, Behavioral models, Network and Blockchain node

testing. Figure 1 shows an overview of the developed ar-

chitecture.

A. Hardware

In order to emulate real networking conditions, the models

and nodes must be physically separated. For this a set of

one-board computers (Raspberry Pi) is used. Each of the

one-board computers will independently run the role model

and a blockchain light node.
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Fig. 1: Test bench architecture

B. Behavioral models

Due to its flexibility and widespread use, the software

used for modeling actors, their roles and behaviors is Mat-

lab Simulink. Since Matlab Simulink does not implement

any communication protocol known to interact with an

ethereum node, the Simulink model will interact via UDP

packets through a proxy written in Python.

C. Communication infrastructure

The communication infrastructure will resemble an actual

system by coupling all one-board computers through a

router with the Internet. In this case a communication loss

in any given node can be easily simulated.

D. Node architecture

The Raspberry PI hardware does not have the processor

power to run a full node. However, they are capable of

running light nodes in order to send, transactions and re-

ceive blocks. By running a distributed node network, the

resemblance to real-world conditions is met. These nodes

are connected to the Görli test network, which is one of the

newer Proof-of-Authority test networks.

4. Implementation

In order to test the development test bench, a simple use

case of energy sharing in a building was implemented. For

this, only PV and load models were implemented. The use

case allows a given load to purchase PV energy supplied by

a neighboring PV system.

In this scenario, the load will offer to buy a specific amount

of energy and pays in advance for it. If the PV produces the

amount requested, the transferred funds equivalent to the

produced energy are deposited in the PV system’s wallet. If

the amount of PV produced is larger than the requested, the

PV does not get any compensation for the excess energy.

PV is able to read the requested energy and can indepen-

dently react on such information, such as reducing PV pro-

duction output.

A. Smart contract

Listing 1 below shows the source code of the smart contract

implementing the described behavior. Since all state vari-

ables are declared public, any participant may know (read)

the involved actors (through their addresses) as well as the

current offer and demand figures. With this information a

distributed control systemmay react (ether in the production

or on the demand side) to match offer and demand.

pragma solidity ^0.4.24;

contract EtherControl {
address public pvAddr;
address public gridAddr; // in this case the

grid operator is the contract owner
address public loadAddr;

uint public gweiPerKwh_Pv;

uint public loadReqWh;
uint public pvOfferWh;

constructor() public{
gridAddr = msg.sender; // Sets the owner of

this contract
gweiPerKwh_Pv = 10000; // Assume 1Gwei = 1ct

}

function participatePv() public
{

require(pvAddr == 0 || pvAddr == msg.sender,
"There is already one participant");

pvAddr = msg.sender;
}

function offerPv(uint Wh) public
{

require(pvAddr == msg.sender, "Not entitled
to do this");

pvOfferWh = Wh;
}

function setProducedPV(uint Wh) public payable
returns (bool success) {
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require(msg.sender==pvAddr, "You are not the
right one");

require(Wh <= loadReqWh, "Nobody needs so
much energy");

pvAddr.transfer(Wh * gweiPerKwh_Pv * 1000000)
;

loadReqWh = loadReqWh - Wh;
return true;

}

function participateLoad() public
{

require(loadAddr == 0 || loadAddr == msg.
sender, "There is already one participant
");

loadAddr = msg.sender;
}

function demandPvEnergy(uint Wh) public payable
returns (bool success)

{
require(loadAddr == msg.sender, "Not entitled

to do this");
require(msg.value >= Wh*gweiPerKwh_Pv

*1000000, "Please transfer enough ehter
...");

loadReqWh = loadReqWh + Wh;
return true;

}
}

Listing 1: Implemented smart contract used in test case

B. Middleware

The middleware has as objective the transfer of information

between the behavioral model and the ethereum node. This

was written in python and used the library web3. The pro-

gram would process any new UDP package into a trigger

for a smart contract function. After the transaction has been

cleared, the program sends the values of the contract’s state

variables back to the model.

Listing 2 shows an excerpt of the middleware software used

for interacting between the UDP sochet data and the GETH

client.
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Fig. 2: Matlab Simulink model of the PV system (example

from web3 import Web3, HTTPProvider, IPCProvider
import time
import socket
import struct
import threading
from web3.middleware import geth_poa_middleware

# Address of published contract
CONTRACTADDRESS = 'Address of smart contract'
CONTRACTABI = 'ABI of SMart Contract'
# IP-Address of consumer
IP ='10.1.0.12'
# IP-Address of Simulink simulation
IP_SIMULINK = '127.0.0.1'

def producer_balance_thread(contract, socket):
while True:
#socket.sendto(get_sc_consumer_balance(contract

), (IP_SIMULINK, 20194))
time.sleep(1)

def set_sc_consumer(contract, power,
consumerAccount):

contract.functions.demandPvEnergy(egy).transact
({'from': consumerAccount})

def main():
# web3.IPCProvider for connecting to ipc socket

based JSON-RPC servers. Path to geth.ipc
web3 = Web3(IPCProvider('/home/ethereum/.

ethereum/goerli/geth.ipc'))
web3.middleware_onion.inject(

geth_poa_middleware , layer=0)
# get consumer account and unlock Account

permanently
consumerAccount = '0

xaa17DC616D262A37a35089Ab59Cda44de8234b63'
# check if account was successfully unlocked
isUnlocked = web3.geth.personal.unlockAccount('

acct', "passwd", 0)
if isUnlocked == True:

print('Account is unlocked')
# setup variables of smart contract
# to use functions use call() to manipulate the

blockchain via function use transact
contract = web3.eth.contract(address=web3.

toChecksumAddress(CONTRACTADDRESS), abi=
CONTRACTABI)

# init udp receive connection for power
parameter

powerSocket = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET,
socket.SOCK_DGRAM)

addr_powerSocket= (IP, 20138)
powerSocket.bind(addr_powerSocket)
# setup udp send connection
sendBalanceSocket = socket.socket(socket.

AF_INET, socket.SOCK_DGRAM)
# get initial value of consumer power
consumerPowerOld = contract.functions.

getAppartment1().call
# main while-loop
while True:

data, addr = powerSocket.recvfrom(64)
data = struct.unpack('d', data)
consumerPower= int(data[0])
if consumerPower != consumerPowerOld:

print("new Data" + str(consumerPower))
set_sc_consumer(contract, consumerPower,

consumerAccount)

if __name__ == '__main__':
main()

Listing 2: Implemented smart contract used in test case
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C. Behavioral models

The models implemented in Matlab Simulink were specif-

ically designed to run on near real time on the Raspberry

Pi. It makes use of the target support package for the afore-

mentioned platform. Figure 2 shows the main structure of

the behavioral model. In order to have a synchronized sim-

ulation step, the simulation time is implemented as an UDP

broadcast. Run by the principal model.

D. Physical implementation

The test bench was implemented at the laboratory for con-

trol engineering at Reutlingen University. As a use case ex-

ample, a small house was constructed and the different loads

and PVwere set up. Figure 3 shows the physical demonstra-

tion object.

5. Further work

This test bed will be extended to accommodate different dis-

tributed ledger technologies available. For example IOTA,

OByte or the EnergyWeb Foundation Chain. The use cases

to be represented will be updated and enhanced as well.

6. Conclusions

This work has presented a method for emulating

blockchain-based processes with the help of traditional

modeling tools. Since current modeling tools have no way

to interact with DLT-Nodes it was imperative to develop

a method and software which could pair the input/output

of a behavioral model and the blockchain. This was done

through a python script, which then communicated to the

blockchain node via IPC communication. The different

nodes would run autonomously on a one-board computer,

Fig. 3: Physical demonstration object

which in turn makes it easier to test scenarios like node

separation (communication loss).

Tests like network resilience, reaction of distributed control

to exceptions can now be easily reproduced and functional-

ities expanded.

The test bed must however be expanded to accommodate

other DLTs in order to evaluate differences in performance,

data integrity and other potential issues, challenging a wider

adoption of DLTs in Energy Systems.
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